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Background: GNAO1-related neurodevelopmental disorder is a heterogeneous condition characterized by
hypotonia, developmental delay, epilepsy, and movement disorder. This study aims to better understand
the spectrum of epilepsy associated with GNAO1 variants and experience with anti-seizure medications,
and to review published epilepsy phenotypes in GNAO1.
Methods: An online survey was distributed to caregivers of individuals diagnosed with GNAO1 pathogenic
variants, and a literature review was conducted.
Results: Fifteen respondents completed the survey with the median age of 39 months, including a novel
variant p.Q52P. Nine had epilepsy – six had onset in the first week of life, three in the first year of life –
but two reported no ongoing seizures. Seizure types varied. Individuals were taking a median of 3 seizure
medications without a single best treatment. Our cohort was compared to a literature review of epilepsy
in GNAO1. In 86 cases, 38 discrete variants were described; epilepsy is reported in 53 % cases, and a devel-
opmental and epileptic encephalopathy in 36 %.
Conclusions: While GNAO1-related epilepsy is most often early-onset and severe, seizures may not always
be drug resistant or lifelong. Experience with anti-seizure medications is varied. Certain variant
‘‘hotspots” may correlate with epilepsy phenotype though genotype-phenotype correlation is poorly
understood.
� 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under theCCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Heterozygous de novo pathogenic variants in GNAO1 cause a
neurodevelopmental disorder (GNAO1-NDD). Four individuals with
variants in GNAO1 and severe developmental epileptic
encephalopathy (DEE) were first described in 2013[1]. Three chil-
dren had a diagnosis of Ohtahara Syndrome with suppression-
burst pattern on EEG at less than one month of age and two had
abnormal movements (chorea, dystonia). In 2016, multiple case
reports of individuals with GNAO1 variants described a severe
movement disorder with progressive chorea and athetosis in indi-
viduals without epilepsy, several of whom share the same variant
p.R209H[2–4]. Movement disorders have been subsequently
described as strikingly severe with up to 46 % reporting chorea
‘‘storms”, medically refractory exacerbations of hyperkinesia that
can result in injuries (such as joint dislocations), hyperthermia,
and rhabdomyolysis requiring ICU-level care[5]. Increasingly, deep
brain stimulation has been used to reduce the hyperkinetic,
choreoathetotic movements in a sustained manner, preventing
life-threatening exacerbations in subsequent years[6]. Thus, it is
now understood that pathogenic variants in GNAO1 cause a spec-
trum of early-onset DEE, a severe progressive movement disorder,
or an overlapping disorder with both epilepsy and a movement
disorder.

While movement disorders in GNAO1-NDD are well described
given the high acuity and severity, the epilepsy phenotype is less
well characterized. To better understand the spectrum of epilepsy
associated with GNAO1 variants, we surveyed caregivers for seizure
types and epilepsy therapies utilized and performed a literature
review of the currently identified pathogenic variants.
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1.1. Gao function and genotype-phenotype correlations

The GNAO1 gene encodes the alpha o1 (ao) subunit of guanosine
nucleotide-binding proteins, also known as G-proteins. Gao serves
as an intracellular modulator for many neurotransmitters regulat-
ing a wide array of cell signaling, neuronal growth, and develop-
ment. Gao is abundantly expressed in the brain, comprising up to
0.5 % of membrane protein with greater expression in the hip-
pocampus, striatum and cerebellum[7]. The ao subunit joins with
b and csubunits to form a heterotrimeric G-protein complex that
participates in intracellular signaling with G-protein coupled
receptors (GPCRs)[1]. Following ligand binding, Gao dissociates
from both the G-protein coupled receptor and the b-c dimer.
GTP-Gao complex is formed and interacts with downstream intra-
cellular second messenger systems such as cyclic AMP (cAMP).
Pathogenic variants have been primarily in or adjacent to the
GTP-binding domain[8].

Assays of GNAO1 variants show evidence for both loss-of-
function and gain-of-function activity. Nakamura (2013) showed
that two variants p.T191_F197 del and p.G203R had aberrant local-
ization to the cytosol rather than cell membrane in N2A cells,
which was thought to result in loss of function effect on intracellu-
lar calcium signaling[1]. Subsequently, a biochemical functional
assay assessing the ability of Gao mutants to inhibit intracellular
cAMP production showed a variety of gain-of-function, loss-of-
function and normal function in clinical variants[9]. A potential
dichotomous genotype-phenotype correlation was postulated
based on these findings: loss-of-function in epilepsy phenotypes
and gain-of-function in movement disorder phenotypes. This
hypothesis does not account for the spectrum of patients (approx-
imately 1/3) who have an overlapping disorder with both seizures
and abnormal movements. Some variants, including the frequently
reported movement disorder predominant R209 alleles, did not
show alterations in this cAMP assay. The cAMP assay, which pri-
marily assesses the effect of the de-coupled Gao subunit, is unli-
kely to reflect a complete assessment of the in vivo effect of all
pathogenic GNAO1 variants, particularly the b -c complex’s postu-
lated signaling effects[10,11].

Recently, Muntean (2021) further described the role of Gao in
regulating cAMP production by controlling the availability of Gb -
c for adenylyl cyclase binding. Pathogenic variants demonstrated
neuron-type-specific dominant-negative or loss of function effects
disrupting the cAMP pathway, which may contribute to clinical
variability[12]. Complex and numerous signaling roles attributed
to Gao underscores the challenges in interpreting various assays
and extending these findings to clinical use.
2. Materials and Methods

In the caregiver survey, subjects were recruited via the Bow
Foundation (GNAO1-NDD family foundation, GNAO1.org) website
and Facebook page between October 2018 and May 2019. Families
accessed a link to a secure REDCap database. QY developed and BEP
reviewed questions about seizures, movement disorder, and med-
ications trialed. This descriptive study was approved by the Stan-
ford University Institutional Review Board. In conducting the
literature review, ETA queried PubMed database for search term
‘‘GNAO1”.
3. Results

3.1. Caregiver survey

Fifteen patients were included with characteristics described in
Table 1. Eight were male, and the median age was 39 months (IQR
2

23–56). Nine had epilepsy, with multiple seizure types including
infantile (epileptic) spasms, focal, tonic, and generalized tonic-
clonic (GTC) seizures. Six developed seizures in the first week of
life. At the time of study participation, seizure burden was one or
more seizures daily (1), one or more seizures weekly (4), or seizure
free (1). Three developed seizures in the first year of life. At the
time of study participation, seizure burden was one or more sei-
zures daily (2), or seizure free (1). Six reported no seizures; how-
ever, all had movement disorders.

Patients with epilepsy were taking a median of three ASMs.
Fig. 1 demonstrates seizure medications used at the time of study
participation, and seizure medications trialed previously. While
there was a range of drug mechanisms, most participants were cur-
rently taking GABAergic medications (including benzodiazepines)
(8/9) or sodium channel blockers (5/9). Each participant identified
different medications as ‘‘most helpful” for their child including
lacosamide, topiramate, clobazam, lamotrigine, vigabatrin, pheny-
toin, and benzobarbital. No patients had vagal nerve stimulators.
Also notable was the high rate of discontinuation for certain ther-
apies: ketogenic diet (7), topiramate (7), phenobarbital (6), leve-
tiracetam (6), carbamazepine (3) and cannabidiol (3). One
individual reported a significant worsening of seizure frequency
with pharmaceutical grade cannabidiol.

Nearly all (13) reported a movement disorder, one without
movement disorder, and one was unsure. Six reported they had
never used a medication targeting their abnormal movements
and none had deep brain stimulators.

Participants reported specific variants if this information was
available, however genetic testing reports were not collected. Six
reported the same variant p.G203R and all of these had epilepsy.
One reported a novel variant p.Q52P (Patient ID #6) with DEE,
onset first week of life, continuing to have 20 seizures per day on
4 ASMs.
3.2. Literature review

The search yielded 86 cases including 38 variants across 15
publications from 2013 to 2021 (Supplementary Table)[1–6,8,13–
38]. Table 2 summarizes the clinical characteristics. Most reported
hypotonia (91 %) and all reported developmental delay and/or
intellectual disability, nearly all with some abnormality noted
before age 1. Seventy-one (89 %) had movement disorders, 46
(53 %) had epilepsy and 35 (41 %) had both.

In those with epilepsy, seizure onset was typically in the first
3 months of life; 31 (36 %) individuals were described as DEE. Sei-
zure types varied widely and include both focal-onset and general-
ized seizures (generalized tonic-clonic, myoclonic, tonic, atonic,
absence) and epileptic spasms. Subtypes of DEE included early-
onset DEE (formerly known as Ohtahara Syndrome), Infantile
Spasms, and Lennox Gastaut Syndrome. Several individuals
reported only a single seizure without recurrent seizures[8,19].
One individual with an initial presentation of DEE was reported
to be off ASMs and seizure free for 9 years [29]. MRI brain was
often normal (41 %) or findings were nonspecific such as diffuse
atrophy (25 %), and thin corpus callosum, (12 %). Similarly, no uni-
fying EEG pattern has been described, rather features are concor-
dant with epilepsy phenotype (e.g. hypsarrythmia in infantile
spasms or focal epileptiform discharges in those with focal sei-
zures). Older patients (over the age of 10) have a mixture of ongo-
ing or resolved seizures and movement disorders and intellectual
disability.

The diagnosis was made via whole exome sequencing or more
recently via targeted gene panels. Variants were primarily mis-
sense mutations, though an in-frame deletion and a splicing site
mutation were reported. Most were de novo, though parental

http://GNAO1.org


Table 1
Demographic, genetic, seizure, medication, and movement disorder data from caregiver report.

Patient
ID

Age
(months)

Sex GNAO1 Variant Age of seizure onset Seizure
frequency

Types of seizures Current seizure medications Movement
disorder

Movement disorder
medications

1 46 Female p.G40W First week of life 2 to 3 per week Focal, GTC Lacosamide, oxcarbazepine,
gabapentin

Yes None

2 150 Male NR My child has never had
seizures

NA NA NA Yes Levetiracetam, trazodone,
tetrabenazine, clonazepam

3 32 Female NR My child has never had
seizures

NA NA NA Yes None

4 31 Male p.E246K My child has never had
seizures

NA NA NA Yes Tetrabenazine, diazepam

5 38 Female p.R209H My child has never had
seizures

NA NA NA Yes None

6 14 Male p.Q52P
*Novel variant in this
study

First week of life 20 per day Infantile spasms, tonic,
GTC

Levetiracetam, phenytoin,
diazepam, clobazam

No NA

7 22 Male p.G203R Less than 1 year of age Seizure free Infantile spasms, focal,
GTC

Vigabatrin Not sure None

8 60 Female NR First week of life Seizure free Focal, tonic, GTC Gabapentin, perampanel Yes Chlorprothixene
9 48 Male p.G203R Less than 1 year of age 10 per day Infantile spasms Clobazam, clonazepam,

vigabatrin, oxcarbazepine,
valproic acid, levetiracetam

Yes Clobazam, clonazepam

10 72 Female p.G203R First week of life 1 per week Tonic, GTC Gabapentin, lacosamide,
clobazam

Yes Clobazam

11 72 Male p.G203R Less than 1 year of age 30 per day Absence, focal, tonic,
GTC

Valproic acid, lamotrigine,
clobazam

Yes Baclofen

12 51 Female p.G203R First week of life Varies
significantly

Not sure Clonazepam, topiramate Yes Clonazepam

13 20 Male p.G203R First week of life 1 per week Focal, GTC Valproic acid, ketogenic diet Yes None
14 20 Female p.E237K My child has never had

seizures
NA NA NA Yes None

15 24 Female NR My child has never had
seizures

NA NA NA Yes Valproic acid

Abbreviations: NR, not reported; NA, not applicable; GTC, generalized tonic clonic seizure.
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Fig. 1. Anti-seizure medication usage.
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mosaicism was reported in multiple individuals including a pair of
affected siblings with parents who lacked the variant[1,8,24].

Frequently reported amino acid residues were identified as
variant ‘‘hotspots,” including AA209 (n = 21), AA246 (n = 12),
AA203 (n = 8), AA40 (n = 7) and AA237 (n = 5). Notably, AA209
comprised 24 % of all cases described in the literature (p.R209C
(n = 14), p.R209H (n = 5), p.R209G (n = 1), and p.R209L (n = 1)).
While all individuals with AA209 variants had prominent, typically
severe movement disorders, significant heterogeneity was seen in
the epilepsy (7/21) ranging from DEE to a single seizure. The sec-
ond most frequently reported variant p.E246K (n = 11), all reported
a movement disorder, with one reporting seizures. In contrast,
AA40 is a variant ‘‘hotspot” wherein all individuals had epilepsy
(p. G40R (n = 4), p.G40E (n = 2), p.G40W (n = 1)), nearly all consis-
tent with DEE. Movement disorders were not well-described in this
variant but at least half had abnormal movements.
4. Discussion

Our survey results of 15 individuals with GNAO1-NDD demon-
strate the variability in epilepsy phenotype with age of seizure
onset, seizure control, and types of seizures. All 9 with epilepsy
had onset within the first year of life, and 2 were seizure free on
ASMs. Six individuals reported never having a seizure. It is impor-
tant to note that the median age of this cohort at 39 months of and
the median age of those six individuals without epilepsy at
4

31 months limits conclusions to be drawn regarding whether they
do not have epilepsy, as they could develop seizures later in life. In
comparison, the literature review (Supplementary Table) includes
individuals in mid- to late teens. Similarly, the GNAO1 Natural His-
tory Study led by Axeen and colleagues (2021) included 82 partic-
ipants with a median age of 6.5 years; 43 with a history of epilepsy,
and 21 had no ongoing seizures[39]. We also report a novel variant
p.Q52P in a child with early-onset DEE with poorly controlled sei-
zures at age 15 months. However, genetic testing and transcript
data were not available to confirm the variant reported.

We affirm prior reports indicating heterogeneity in ASM usage
and response in those with drug resistant epilepsy[39]. Most
patients remained on GABAergic medications, which may be in
part to the dual benefit of benzodiazepines on GNAO1-related sei-
zures and movement disorders. Most study participants had ongo-
ing seizures, suggesting discontinued medications were either
ineffective or had intolerable side effects. High rates of discontinu-
ation were seen in topiramate and phenobarbital, which may be
due to prohibitive side effects. While the dietary therapy has pre-
viously been reported as effective in one child, 7/8 of our partici-
pants discontinued the ketogenic diet suggesting a more muted
benefit[27]. Additionally, none of the participants who trialed
cannabidiol (3) remained on it long-term. Additional retrospective
and prospective data are needed to clarify best therapeutic strate-
gies for specific seizure types.

The literature review demonstrates a distribution of epilepsy
(53 %) vs movement disorder (89 %) vs combined (41 %) similar



Table 2
Basic demographics from literature review.

Total cases described 86
Unique variants described 38%

Sex3 Female 53 (0.63)
Male 31 (0.37)

Deceased at time of publication 4 (5 %)
Epilepsy Total 46 (0.53)

DEE 31 (0.36)
Single seizure 2 (0.02)

Movement disorder * Total 71 (0.89)
Both seizures and movement disorder 35 (0.41)
MRI brain # Normal 36 (0.46)

Diffuse atrophy 22 (0.28)
Corpus callosum abnormality (thin or hypoplastic) 12 (0.15)
Basal Ganglia abnormalities 8 (0.10)
Abnormal myelination 7 (0.09)

Hypotonia§ 66 (0.92)
DD/ID* 80 (1.00)

DEE developmental and epileptic encephalopathy, DD/ID diagnosed with developmental delay and/or intellectual disability.
% , see Supplementary Table, 3 84 reported, *80 reported, #78 reported, §72 reported.
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to the recently published GNAO1 Natural History Study caregiver
survey demonstrating 52 % with seizures or epilepsy, 76 % with a
movement disorder, and 33 % with both[39]. Aggregate analysis
of all variants reported in the literature yields interesting yet
incomplete correlations between genotype and phenotype (Sup-
plementary Table). Certain variant ‘‘hot spots” are associated with
movement disorder more so than epilepsy, and vice versa. Variants
in AA40 and AA203 have epilepsy-predominant or combined phe-
notype whereas AA209 and AA237 have a movement disorder-
predominant presentation with either milder or no epilepsy.

This study has several limitations. It is a descriptive and retro-
spective study with data provided by caregiver report via an online
survey, therefore subject to recall bias and inaccuracies. Medical
records and genetic testing were not verified. There are limitations
to the accuracy of genetic testing and the potential for misclassifi-
cation of patients with GNAO1-NDD. There is the possibility of
duplicate representation of patients described in the literature par-
ticipating in our survey. Of note, our survey includes participants
on the milder end of the spectrum for movement disorders as none
had deep brain stimulators and 6/13 individuals. This likely reflects
the limitations of our small sample size and a generally young age
of the participants. These individuals may develop seizures and/or
more severe movement disorder phenotype in later years, thus
underscoring the importance of longitudinal natural history data.
5. Future therapy

Because the Gao subunit is part of a heterotrimeric G-protein
complex, which interacts with many families of G protein-
coupled receptors (GPCRs) – including acetylcholine, adenosine,
calcium-sensing, cannabinoid, dopamine, GABA, metabotropic glu-
tamate, and serotonin receptors, modulation of these common
neurotransmitter pathways may represent an opportunity for
future therapies [9]. For example, a recently described C. elegans
model of GNAO1 suggests caffeine, a widely available pharmaco-
logical treatment given orally for apnea in premature infants,
may have a beneficial effect on aberrant movements, potentially
through adenosine receptor antagonism [40]. At present, we are
limited by our lack of understanding of the full scope of Gao func-
tion and the natural history of the GNAO1 disease. The broad clin-
ical heterogeneity is incompletely explained by our understanding
of GNAO1 molecular mechanisms though hinted at by the large
number of neurotransmitter pathways that GPCRs regulate. Fur-
ther research is needed to understand the function of normal and
5

aberrant Gao function to permit precision therapies, including gene
therapies, with the goal of normalizing Gao function.
6. Patient support organizations

Families and advocates for GNAO1-NDD have formed organiza-
tions to provide support for patients impacted by GNAO1-NDD and
advocate for further disease-specific research. The Bow Foundation
(United States) has provided numerous grants and was instrumen-
tal in the launch of the GNAO1 Natural History Study. Other inter-
national family groups include Famiglie GNAO1 (Italy), Mondo
GNAO1 (United Kingdom), Stichting GNAO1 (Netherlands), GNAO1
Tuki Ry (Finland), and GNAO1 Espana (Spain). The development
of successful therapies will require international cooperation by
patient organizations and funders for GNAO1 and other rare epi-
lepsy syndromes.
7. Conclusion

GNAO1-related NDD is clinically heterogeneous, with epilepsy
variable in onset and severity, and remains poorly understood.
While genotype-phenotype correlation in GNAO1 remains incom-
plete, variant ‘‘hotspots” in amino acid residue AA40 and AA203
may correlate with epilepsy-predominant phenotypes. We provide
further data that GNAO1-related epilepsy can be drug resistant and
most commonly starts in the first year of life, but may not be
lifelong.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ebr.2022.100582.
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